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Safety in Urban Garden
Despite of many opportunities and positive features of
urban gardens, still problems of vandalism, theft of
crops and garden equipment exist.
Introduction of CPTED (Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design) allows to create a safer
environment and prevent or at least minimize before
mentioned problems.

Photo credit: https://www.thatbloomingarden.com/why-itsnot-cool-to-steal-from-a-community-garden/

What is CPTED?
“Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design is
the proper design and effective use of the built environment
that can lead to a reduction in the fear and incidence of crime
and an improvement in the quality of life” (City of Menlo Park,
2022).
The first generation CPTED evolved from Oscar Newman’s
defensible space (1972) and is based on four principles (The
International Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design
Association, 2022):
•
•
•
•
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“Community culture. Community culture programs get people
together to create a sense of common purpose. Social
cohesion. Cohesion strategies enhance positive social relations
between residents, but with a specific focus on solving local problems.
Connectivity. Connectivity programs link neighbours with other
surrounding neighbourhoods through alliances, formal lines of
communication, and other strategies to connect and remain
inclusive. Threshold Capacity. The concept of threshold capacity
proposes multiple-land uses within the neighbourhood where
residents can socialize (parks), shop for groceries (food outlets), and
recreate (sports or entertainment) … ” (The International Crime
Prevention Through Environmental Design Association, 2022).

Image credit: https://www.cpted.net/Primer-in-CPTED

There is no single strategy to ensure reduction in vandalism and theft;
the combination of several principles and analysis of the local context
allows to reach better results and reduce crime.

Allotment Garden “Buļļu 11” Riga
(Latvia)
The allotment garden “Buļļu 11” are located in Daugavgrīva
neighbourhood in Riga. This allotment garden territory is surrounded
by other allotment cooperatives on the North, East and South and
Buļļu river from the West. This allotment cooperative is
characterized with a safe urban environment which is reached
through a complex application of CPTED principles.

•
•
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Natural
Surveillance
“The fundamental premise is that
criminals do not wish to be observed.
Surveillance or the placing of
legitimate ‘eyes on the street’
increases the perceived risk to
offenders” (Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design : Guidebook,
2003).

“Buļļu 11” allotment garden. Photo by Alisa Korolova ©

Access Control
“Natural access control relies on doors, fences, shrubs, and other
physical elements to keep unauthorised persons out of a particular
place if they do not have a legitimate reason for being there …”
“…Properly located entrances, exits, fencing, landscaping and
lighting can subtly direct both foot and vehicular traffic in ways that
decreases criminal opportunities…” (Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design : Guidebook, 2003).

“Buļļu 11” allotment garden. Photos by Alisa Korolova ©

Territorial Reinforcement
“People naturally protect a territory that they feel is their own and
have a certain respect for the territory of others. Clear boundaries
between public and private areas achieved by using physical
elements such as fences, pavement treatment, art, signs, good
maintenance and landscaping are ways to express ownership”
(Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design : Guidebook,
2003).

“Jumpravsala” allotment garden. Photos by Alisa Korolova ©

Image and Maintenance
“This is related to the neighbourhood’s sense of ‘pride of place’ and
territorial reinforcement. The more dilapidated an area, the more
likely it is to attract unwanted activities. The maintenance and the
‘image’ of an area can have a major impact on whether it will become
targeted.” (Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design:
Guidebook, 2003).

“Buļļu 11” allotment garden. Photos by Alisa Korolova ©

Prinzessinnengärten in
Berlin (Germany)
“Nomadisch Grün (Nomadic Green) launched
Prinzessinnengärten (Princess gardens) as a pilot project in the summer
of 2009 at Moritzplatz in Berlin Kreuzberg, a site which had been a
wasteland for over half a century. Along with friends, activists and
neighbours, the group cleared away rubbish, built transportable
organic vegetable plots and reaped the first fruits of their labour”
(Architectuul, 2022). Since 2020, Nomadic Green moved to another
location, garden in Moritzplatz continue functioning under another
initiative.

Photo credit: https://prinzessinnengarten.net/
and https://www.tripadvisor.ch/Attraction_Review-g187323-d1866748-ReviewsPrinzessinnengarten-Berlin.html#/media-atf/1866748/320560044:p/?albumid=160&type=0&category=-160
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“Rakowiec” Allotment Garden
in Warsaw (Poland)
The allotment garden of ROD "Rakowiec" was established in 1927,
40 years after the first garden in Poland: Grudziądz 1887.
It is currently the second existing oldest garden in the capital city
(ROD Rakowiec, 2022).
•
•
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A sign indicating that children from a local school are
taking care of this tree and a garden bed.
Basel, Switzerland.
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Placemaking Through
Community Garden
Community garden support a sense of community
and a sense of place ownership. Community culture
and social cohesion as the basic principles of the
Second Generation CPTED promote ‘healthy
ecosystem’ in the city.
© Nomadisch Grün
Source: https://berlinmitkind.de/stadtleben/berlin-infos/prinzessinnengaerten-berlinneukoelln/

In addition to various environmental design solutions, which
promote reduction in crime, some urban gardeners organise
public events and disseminate their knowledge, and even share
their produce.
Initiatives like open days, festivals, cooking classes, growing and
composting workshops, etc. have a positive impact on community
culture and social cohesion.
Image credit: https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/companions-at-r-urban-poplar-tickets311184991687?aff=erelexpmlt

Self-check Test

• On-site observation and analysis of CPTED principles or analysis of
several urban gardens using publicly available information (Google
maps, garden web pages, social media, etc.).
• “Module 1” self-check test.
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